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OCDO: Our mission and purpose
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OCDO empowers OIG to use data proactively by putting data at OIG’s fingertips, 
supporting data-driven decision-making, and helping OIG’s Components deliver 
their oversight missions to protect the integrity of HHS programs as well as the 
health and welfare of the people they serve.

Caryl Brzymialkiewicz
Chief Data Officer

HHS OIG OFFICE OF THE CHIEF DATA OFFICER (OCDO)

Leads the implementation of data 
infrastructure (i.e., the Integrated Data 
Platform) and data security to provide 
enterprise-wide access to self-service 
capabilities and data within a secure and 
compliant data architecture.

DATA OPERATIONS (DO)
Justin Stekervetz Director of DO

DATA ANALYTICS (DA)

Provides OIG with the analytics 
needed to equip, empower, and 
support the agency mission of fighting 
fraud, waste, and abuse in HHS 
programs. 

Steve Shandy  Director of DA

Incubates new concepts to support data-
driven strategic decision-making 
throughout the organization and act as 
change agents.

PLANNING, MEASUREMENT, 
and DELIVERY (PMD)
Michael O’Rourke  Director of PMD



Data Operations expanded 
data governance, launched 
new data capabilities and 

added new data services to 
the Integrated Data Platform

The Innovation and 
Performance Series that 

spotlights best practices has 
been attended by over 1,000 
participants in total and all 

staff invited to hear key 
progress in the OIG Update

Tool adoption and usage by 
partners has increased

substantially—over 1 million 
Enterprise Dashboard views, 
nearly 600 OIG analytic tool 
users, and 4 versions of the 

Grants Analytics Portal 
released

OCDO: Our Results
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Data Analytics completed 
more than 1,600 requests to 

support OIG’s oversight 
efforts since its launch, 

including CIGIE and NHCAA 
award winning projects, law 

enforcement takedowns, and 
trainings



HHS OIG OCDO 

Service Offerings

OCDO

What is a service offering?
A service offering defines the means by which a 
division adds value and contributes to the vision of the 
OCDO. 

How do service offerings support HHS OIG’s 

mission?
Providing these services are a critical step in 
combating fraud, waste, and abuse. These services 
have enabled OCDO to be a visionary for other CDOs 
across the government.

How does this impact our work?
Defining these services help create a common 
understanding of how OCDO as a whole supports OMP 
and OIG. This transparency also makes it easier to 
collaborate across divisions.



OCDO: Grants Analytics Portal (GAP) 

HHS is the largest grant-making organization in the 
Federal Government. The Grants Analytics Portal (GAP)
is intended to provide all HHS OIG staff with up to date 
information about HHS grants recipients. The GAP 
supports OIG’s efforts to identify and prevent grants 
fraud, waste, and abuse.

HHS grants data is currently housed in more than a 
dozen databases at both the Department and the 
Operating Division (OPDIV) levels. 

The GAP is a collection of analytic products based on a 
fused database that was designed to connect different 
grants related data sources. The GAP now puts grants 
related data at OIG’s fingertips. 
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https://dashboard.aws.hhsoig.gov/dashboards/grants_analytics::grantee_summary?year_filter=2016&grantee_name_filter=&ein_filter=&state_filter=&city_filter=&finding_type_filter=&cfda_filter=&direct_grantee_filter=Yes&filter_config=%7b%22year_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%222016%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:8%7d%5d,%22grantee_name_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:9%7d%5d,%22ein_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:10%7d%5d,%22state_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:11%7d%5d,%22city_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:12%7d%5d,%22finding_type_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:13%7d%5d,%22cfda_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22%3D%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:14%7d%5d,%22direct_grantee_filter%22:%5b%7b%22type%22:%22is%22,%22values%22:%5b%7b%22constant%22:%22Yes%22%7d,%7b%7d%5d,%22id%22:15%7d%5d%7d


Innovative Methods 



Data Fusion – Common Identifiers



Text Mining for Grants Analytics

• Grants data comes in lots of different formats

• Structured data (example: excel files)

• Semi-structured (example: a report with sections that don’t change)

• Unstructured (example: different types of documents with no set formatting)

• Prior work demonstrated that text mining the A-133 Audit Reports was possible and was 
meaningful for grants oversight

• In order to convert the A-133 reports to usable data, we tokenized the reports, and then created 
two predictive models to identify findings pages within the reports
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So instead of searching PDFs… We have a database we can query!

Why Tokenize?
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Results of A-133 Text Mining Effort
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Finding the right kind of 
pages

We use a neural network 
model to “find the finding 
pages” in the A-133 single 
audit.  This keeps our searches 
focused.

We want to find things that 
look like this in the A-133 
single audit reports:

Then we identify finding 
numbers

In order to count the number 
of findings, we count the 
number of findings numbers 
on each of the finding pages.

Quiz:  how many types of 
dashes can you find in 35,000 
documents?

Future Development

Slice the findings out of the 
machine readable text

Identify findings that are like 
the one you might be 
interested in 

Classify different types of 
findings that an auditor hasn’t 
classified

Look for trends within those 
classifications

Text Mining/Neural Networks



A-133 single audit components

• The user community identified important 
aspects of the A-133 single audit reports

• We used a principal component analysis to 
better understand the relationship between 
those components

• The outputs of that analysis is used to 
identify audits with the most interesting mix 
of components and push them forward for 
OIG staff

Principal Component Analysis



Peer Comparison Score – Nearest Neighbors



Direct Engagements

• Focus Groups

• Learning about the current business 
processes of OIG staff – how do things 
work now

• Persona Development

• How does the average OIG staff 
member complete this task?

• Documenting pain points and 
challenges

• User Testing

• How do users work through new 
features in our tools

• Communities of Practice

Indirect Engagements

• Ad Hoc Requests

• What kinds of data analysis requests 
are we working on now?

• Usage Data

• What features are being used? 

• Questions at larger meetings

• What questions are we getting about 
features that have been deployed

Engaging the User Community



Within HHS OIG

• Active User Community

• Feedback

• New Ideas

• Test new features

• Share success stories and strategies

• Networking and collaboration where 
appropriate

Across OIG Community – Informal 
Collaboration

• Share code and methods 

• Share use cases and best practices

• Share challenges and brainstorm solutions

In Development – Communities of Practice



Questions
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Questions? 


